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Tallahassee’s Railroading Past – Tuesday Night’s Program
“Tallahassee has a much greater railroading history than most people think,” club member Barrett Johnson
noted last week. Four railroads were built in Territorial Florida days
days,, including the St. Marks Railroad, the only
road to survive until Statehood. Trains
rains have run through here regularly over the centuries - although not the
Sunset Limited, unfortunately, for the last 15 years.
Our program Tuesday night is Tallahassee’s Railroading Past – an overview and discussion designed to see
who in our club knows what. It will hopefully lead to additional more detailed programs next year.
Sam will moderate the program and introduce ssegments by Barrett Johnson, Andy Millott , Neal Meadows and
Ed Schroeder.. We will then open up the Zoom microphone to everyone. Barrett knows a lot about Pre and
Post-Civil War railroading in the area. Andy M. will talk about other historical Florida rail lines.
Neal will handle the history of Doodlebug trains from Tallahassee to connect with major passenger trains
train which
did not come into Tallahassee. Ed will talk about Pre
Pre-AMTRAK
AMTRAK Rail Travel through and near Tallahassee from
the 1940's until April 30. 1971.
What do you know about Tallahassee’s railroading history
history? What are your favorite stories?
stories
Email Sam Miller if you have specific information you in
intend
end to share and photos. If you have an old book, copy
photos with your phone and send them to Sam. Sammiller61113@outlook.com
We have had similar, great club-wide
wide discussion of Tallahassee’s railroading history in the past, with Vernon
Parramore and Dave Kerns providing wonderful nuggets. Vernon helped lay some of the tracks south of town.
Dave, like Vernon, grew up here in a Golden Era of passenger trains.
Does anyone have a copy of Vernon’s map of the Gaines, St
St. Francis, Railroad Ave area which he created
from memory? “There was a bunch
unch of local knowle
knowledge in that,” Drew Hackmeyer remembers.
Vernon and Dave are gone now, but many of you have wonderful memories or observations to share.
BBMRA is continuing to meet through Zoom, including our regular monthly sessions and the new First
Tuesday “fun” sessions. More and more of you are participating in the Zoom sessions and we are hoping for a
really fine turnout Tuesday. Andy Zimmerman is offering sspecial
pecial assistance to club members unsure of how
Zoom works.

Sam & Linda’s Holiday Reception Won’t Be Held This year
After discussing it with Andy Zimmerman and the BBMRA Board, Sam Miller has determined that Sam and
Linda’s Holiday Reception should not be held this year because of continued health threats from the
Coronavirus. Sam and Linda hope to have a get
get-together
together on an afternoon sometime next year when it is safe
to do so and also the holiday party next December.

The reception has been the club’s December meeting for years. Andy will be announcing other December
meeting plans when they are firmed up.
“I don’t know how long we have been doing this, at least 10 years or more, but obviously a large gathering is
still not appropriate right now. We will really miss seeing everyone next month,” Sam says. “But we will be back
and we have been looking at some options so everyone won’t be so crowded.”

Celebrating the Changing Seasons ala Charlie Russell
If you haven’t really paid attention during N Scale T-Trak setups, you might not know how skilled Andy
Zimmerman has become at modeling fall colors and scenes. It brings to mind a folk song about Charles
Russell, the Western painter of the late 1800’s and early 1900’s who produced portraits of the sunsets of “Old
Montana.” God took a double take, Ian Tyson, who wrote the song, says to Charlie Russell. “He wasn’t sure
he could paint them any better than you.”
The scenes below are from Andy’s N Scale T-Trak modules, - Headwater Junction, Standoff at Wolf Creek or
Serenity Pass.

Next Up: Winter and the Holidays
Here are two Winter scenes. Art Wilson created a terrific HO T-Trak module, which makes you wonder if a
snow plow was one of his tools. Hanukkah House was developed by Barbara Donner for an O Gauge winter
holidays layout. We’ll have a lot more winter holiday scenes in the December Lantern. Send Sam your
photographs: sammiller61113@outlook.com

VVMRR Polar Express Cancelled, but Private Excursions are Available
Barrett Johnson provided this release from VMRR.

Veterans Memorial Railroad, Inc. announces the creation of private excursions for families and small groups.
VMRR will schedule private excursions for families and small groups of up to 20 people to provide a unique
daytime family adventure.
For example, five grandchildren, their parents and all four grandparents total 19 people. The cost is $50 for a
mile long trip all the way around Veterans Memorial Park, which takes about 20 minutes. An additional ride
around the park is only $25 more.
In addition to the train ride, the park has a nice playground and a large covered picnic pavilion. Restrooms are
available.
The Polar Express, which normally runs during the holiday season, had to be cancelled because Covid-19 pre
vent much of the large amount of work to make this annual event possible.
For additional information, contact Veterans Memorial Railroad, Bristol, through the Internet site or (850) 6436646.

Celebrating Christmas & Other Holidays on a Model Train Layout
From Sam Miller
I have been running this article around the Christmas and Jewish Holidays most every year. I do update it. This year, I have
quite a few of the accessories I discuss for sale at my home and on eBay. Contact me if you are interested. If you do go out
shopping, go early in the day and wear a mask! Sam

One of the highlights of my 35 years in model railroading is modeling my two layouts as real-life towns would
decorate for Christmas. The fun for me begins as I check out various holiday store displays looking for carnival
rides, buildings, LED trees and string lights, Christmas earrings, holiday stickers and other items. I look for
HO or O Gauge, or items close enough. Look long enough, however, and you should find something fitting for
whatever layout you have constructed.
Jack Herzog and Neal Meadows also add wonderful Christmas enhancements to their layouts. Others of you
probably do as well and I would like to hear from you.
Some time ago, nothing was available until Thanksgiving Weekend, but it is now earlier and earlier each year. I
first saw holiday displays this year in late September and early October. Michael’s, Esposito’s, Joann’s, Hobby
Lobby, Lowe’s, Home Depot, Walmart and Target have Christmas/December holidays displays up and
running.
I have been focusing on what is available at
stores like these and not what is actually
produced for the hobby, although this year I have
noticed a lot of fine items on the Menards model
trains Internet site in HO and G Gauge scale –
menards.com. In addition, I have begun to shop
at – or at least look – at the Lemax Internet site:
https://www.lemaxcollection.com/
And I took a look at the N, HO, O and G Gauge
Christmas trees and other holiday items available
now from the Walters and Lionel catalogs and
other model train advertising.

The most goodies are for the larger scales, O Gauge, especially, but plenty of items can be found which fit on
HO and G Gauge layouts. N Scale appropriate is the toughest to find, but earrings, pins and small Christmas
tree ornaments can serve as Christmas decorations for your N Scale layout town. Sometimes small children’s
stickers will work for N Scale. I believe N Scale holiday items are available from some of the model railroading
sites.
Twenty-five years ago, when I began to decorate my HO town for Christmas, nothing produced for the hobby
was available. Tom McDonald, who ran Tallahassee’s only model train store, made me a Santa Claus out of
an HO figure. That Santa is still greeting youngsters in the Christmas carnival scene on my HO layout.

I still rely mostly on Michael’s, Hobby Lobby, Esposito’s, Lowe’s, Home Depot and
Walmart.
Lowes: Holiday village items this season once again are available only at the Lowe’s
on Capital Circle West. There are several new animated buildings and Christmas
scenes. The people are dressed Victorian, but that has never bothered me.
Michael’s: This wonderful store is always is worth checking out during the winter
holiday season. There are still plenty of holiday village items, but they sell out
quickly. Michael’s still has plenty of string lights and transformers for them. You can
also use batteries. Michael’s has a lot of landscaping materials designed for their Christmas villages.
This can be useful for general landscaping of layouts. It includes snow sheets, snow particles, foam bases, and
plastic sheets of brick and stone, in large and small rolls.
Look carefully not only at Michaels, but all stores, for trees of various sizes
and shapes, lights, accessories like wood piles, benches, mailboxes, and
birdhouses which may work on your layout. Michaels and Hobby Lobby
have much more stuff overall of potential use to model railroaders than
many of the other stores.
Walmart’s ceramic buildings generally are smaller than at Lowe’s or
Michael’s and other places and will work better on HO, if you are willing to
use ceramic buildings. I have seen tiny ones that would work for N, but
again, they are ceramic. Walmart has a lot of trees which can be used on
any layout, even N. They pretty much look like manufactured trees and not
the real thing, but I have found plenty of use for them over the years.
Home Depot has produced a Home Depot ceramic building which looks
great on a layout depicting a modern town. Home Depot also has small
Ferris wheels and merry-go-rounds and other items which are not
duplicated at Lowe’s and other stores. They run on batteries, but you can rewire them for a transformer. Sal
Martocci and Doug Gyuricsko showed me how.
Sears: One of my favorite stores for Christmas accessories for model railroading was Sears. These stores had
a Mickey Mouse Christmas Village series, which was wonderful, and ceramic table accents and buildings with
the Sears Craftsman logo. I always bought an actual Craftsman tool or two because the tool department was
next door. I will miss Sears, but the Mickey village is still available on the Internet.
Other Outlets: Focus on Christmas ornaments, earrings, necklaces, Christmas card holders and other smaller
accessories at Hobby Lobby, Joann’s Fabrics, CVS and Walgreen pharmacies. Check out Ace Hardware and

Dollar Stores. I have found several useful accessories at Cracker Barrel. Check out holiday decorations but
also toys, especially cars, trucks and tractors. Christmas tree cords which have a dozen or more places to plug
in lights and accessories are only available locally at this time of the year, as well as replacement light bulbs. I
have seen them at Walmart and Michael’s. The Christmas tree cords are invaluable. I have several of them
helping power my Lionel layout.
All of the stores I have discussed will mark down holiday items toward the end of the season. This used to be
on Christmas Eve or a day or so earlier. Now, it begins a week to 10 days before Christmas. And by early next
month, some of the most desirable items will no longer be available and many stores will have very little left
right at Christmas.
My good friend Bob Feuerstein notes that a primary decoration for the
Hanukkah holidays is blue and white ribbon. Star of David ornaments
are available in various sizes. I am certain other fine symbols of
Hanukkah are available from the Jewish temples in the Tallahassee
area. This year, Michaels has a special Hanukkah holidays display.
Keep looking and you will be delighted at what you find and how you
end up using it to fancy up your train layout for the holidays. You are
out shopping anyway. It really adds to my holiday spirit and fun.

BBMRA Board Approves Diamond Trailer Purchase for Large Scale T-Traks
In a special BBMRA Board meeting just before the club’s regular meeting on October 21, the Board approved
a request from Large Scale Division Coordinator Sam Miller to purchase for $1,200 a Diamond covered trailer
to store and transport the O Gauge T-Trak modules and accessories. This news was relayed to the full club a
short time later.
Approval of purchase of the trailer was recommended by BBMRA President
Andy Zimmerman and the Board vote was unanimous. The purchase amount is
$1,200. There will be additional charges to register the trailer and purchase a
tag. The trailer is being bought from Johnny Brown, who is Sal Martocci’s
nephew. Johnny lives near Atlanta, but the trailer was stored in the Sopchoppy
area, where Johnny, Sal and Clarice Marticci and other family members have
country and hunting homes.
Sam was instructed to conduct a “due diligence” to insure that the trailer is in
good shape, including the tires. (This was subsequently done by Sam and Sal. The trailer is in great shape.
The four tires are fine and a spare tire and jack are included.)
Additional details of this project are in the minutes from the October meeting below.

Exterior Work Continues at Historic Lloyd Depot
By Dave Hodges
Gulf Wind Chapter member Dave Hodges is the editor of Big Bend Ties, the group’s monthly e-mail newsletter. For more on
the depot, visit gulfwindnrhs.org. Dave took the photos too.

Members of the Gulf Wind Chapter of the National Railway Historical Society have begun restoration work on
the platform side of the historic Lloyd Depot in Jefferson County.

Current tasks are focused on replacing the steel jambs for the remaining freight room door that faces the
Florida Gulf & Atlantic Railroad tracks. This project is similar to the jamb replacement on the building’s north
side a few years ago, and it will have both structural and aesthetic benefits, according to Dan McDaniel,
chapter president.
“The chapter’s ongoing restoration of the Lloyd Depot helps preserve a truly unique historical resource that is a
focal point of the community, one that has played an important role in Lloyd over the years,” McDaniel said.
Chapter members are also refurbishing and repainting the windows on
the south and east sides of the building. The work will wrap up with further
exterior painting and a new safety railing on the platform.
Included on the National Register of Historic Places, the Lloyd Depot has
a fascinating past dating back to its construction in 1858, when the advent
of rail service helped the small community become an important shipping
link for agricultural products from throughout the region.

Our Drew Hackmeyer
Built by the Pensacola and Georgia Railroad before the Civil War,
the facility is Florida’s oldest train depot and is one of only two
surviving antebellum railroad stations in the state. When the
Seaboard Air Line Railroad closed the depot in 1966, the
Jefferson County Historical Association stepped in and saved the
building from demolition, and it was transferred to the Gulf Wind
Chapter a few years later for preservation.
The Lloyd Depot’s former passenger waiting room and ticket
office house the Lloyd post office, and the freight room provides
exhibit space for the chapter’s vintage railroad equipment and
other artifacts.

President-Elect Biden Loves Trains
From Politico Nightly, November 12, 2020

Welcome to Bidenology, Nightly’s look at the president-elect and what to expect in his administration. We
start the series where Biden has started many days: On the rails. Transportation reporter Sam Mintz emails the
Nightly:
Train travel may be the best conduit for what truly appears to be one of Biden’s favorite hobbies: having long
conversations with strangers.
The man who rode the rails to work in Washington for decades, kicked off a previous presidential run on the
back of an Amtrak train, and spent time on a charter chugging between states during the late stages of his
2020 campaign is now president-elect. His personal affinity for trains has rail advocates fired up, especially
when combined with the campaign’s plans for rail expansion.
What that means for rail policy in the Biden administration is a “steady, incremental, supportive type of
atmosphere for Amtrak specifically and for passenger rail generally,” Jim Mathews of the Rail Passengers
Association said.
At a September campaign stop in Cleveland, Biden looked up and got distracted by a passing train. “Here
comes the train that he tried to make sure didn’t continue to run,” Biden said, perhaps referring to Amtrak’s
Capitol Limited line, which was slated for elimination by the Trump administration’s proposed budget. The train
rumbled by and blew its horn. “No, that’s the commuter. Alright,” Biden said, trailing off and watching it roll into
the distance.

Big Bend Model Railroad Association Minutes for Meeting October 20, 2020
President Andy Zimmerman called the meeting, held on October 20 to order via Zoom at about 7:32 PM.
Minutes – The minutes from the September meeting were accepted and passed without objection.
Treasurer’s Report – Drew Hackmeyer gave the Treasurer’s report. As usual, we are in the black and looking
good. Drew mentioned receipt of dues for the new financial year. The number of paid members was 43 as of
the meeting date, a 20 person reduction from last year. Of note, there are members paid through 2022. There
was a question regarding the computer that was purchased and whether it showed up yet in the accounting. A
motion was taken to accept the minutes as presented, seconded and passed without objection.
Division Reports
Large Scale – Sam Miller discussed the purchase of a trailer that was deemed to be a great deal. The
following is Sam’s report regarding this matter.

In a special BBMRA Board meeting just before the club’s regular meeting on October 21, the Board approved
a request from Large Scale Division Coordinator to purchase for $1,200 a Diamond covered trailer to store
and transport the O Gauge T-Trak modules and accessories. This news was relayed to the full club a short
time later.
Approval of purchase of the trailer was recommended by BBMRA President Andy Zimmerman and the Board
vote was unanimous. The purchase amount is $1,200. There will be additional charges to register the trailer
and purchase a tag. The trailer is being bought from Johnny Brown, who is Sal Martocci’s nephew. Johnny
lives near Atlanta, but the trailer was stored in the Sopchoppy area, where Johnny, Sal and Clarice Martocci
and other family members have country and hunting homes.
Sam was instructed to conduct a “due diligence” to insure that the trailer is in good shape, including the tires.
(This was subsequently done by Sam and Sal. The trailer is in great shape. The four tires are fine and a spare
tire and jack are included.)
Here is a note on the trailer purchase from Sam, which was submitted to the Board by Andy Zimmerman:
“We have the opportunity to buy a Diamond trailer in Sopchoppy from Sal Martocci’s nephew. This will be the
perfect solution to our need for a place to store and means to transport the O Gauge T-Traks and other Large
Scale equipment now that Doug Gyuricsko is no longer able to direct our T-Trak operations. Doug’s fine work
included storing and transporting the T-Trak modules.
“The trailer is 6 feet wide, 6 feet high and 12 feet long. I anticipate that there would be room for some of the HO
Division’s modules if Phil Weston needed the help. I expect he might, especially in transporting their T-Traks to
our show next summer.
“The purchase price is $1,200. The Large Scale Division has not made any major club-reimbursed purchases
for a couple of years. I hope this is something you and the other officers can support.
“I am not sure how the N Scale Division has handled the vehicle registration of its trailer, but we would do
pretty much the same thing. Please let me know if you have any questions.
“Thank you.”
HO – Phil Weston the HO coordinator, mentioned that HO folks were in a bit of a lull. There was mention of
some recent work, some of which have been uploaded to the WikiDot site that club members have been
promoting. President Andy did stress that HO work is getting national interest and that we should be cognizant
of the fact and work to continue updates.
Small Scale – Garth mentioned that not much has been going on recently and expressed the hope that small
scale meetings may soon become feasible. Garth also mentioned that he is working on a T-Scale module.
Good of the Group –President Andy mentioned that the new computer is being set up and he described the
physical architecture for setting it up for club use re database information and control options etc.
The business end of the meeting was concluded at 7:50 PM following which a presentation was given by
Model Train Technologies.
Submitted by Sheldon Harrison

